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Fritz Haeg at the Jule Collins Museum

What happens when one household transforms their sterile, front lawn into a jungle of herbs,
vegetable plants and fruit trees? This was a question Fritz Haeg wanted to ask when he set out to
design "Edible Estates" a gardening, design and architectural project across the United States (and in
London).

Our front lawns are an iconic statement of the American Dream. They are privately owned, and yet
very public. They represent individuality and community all at once. Haeg was interested in finding
out what would happen if this private/public space was turned upside down; what would the
neighbors say to a front lawn as an edible garden? How would this bring people together, or even
tear them apart?

On a balmy, spring night at the Jule Collins Smith Museum of Fine Arts, Auburn Alabama found out.

"It's been a very positive experience for the eight families and communities who set up gardens in
place of a front lawn. Sure, there are a few neighbors who object, but for the most part it's brought
communities together," said Haeg. "Typically these gardens produce way more food than a family
can eat and so they share the produce with the neighborhood."

Haeg helped design and set up the eight garden spaces, but it was up to the family and community to
keep the gardens tended. As Michael Foti, one of the garden participants who lives in Lakewood,
California, put it in his garden blog "This is an exercise in thinking differently about that big flat space
in front of our house. Is there any value in that? We'll see." He also adds that this isn't a statement
about whether the lawn is a good or bad thing. "I told him [Haeg] that I wasn't interested in alienating
people who choose to have lawns. For me, the message cannot be that lawns are bad, and if you
have one, you're bad too. I think lawns are valid. I do think that there are other possibilities though."

Haeg presented a slide show and video of his eight gardens (as well as his "Animal Estates" designed
to encourage urban space for native animals) to an enthusiastic and packed audience on March 23,
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2010 in another installment of the College of Ag, College of Liberal Arts and Department of Art's
ongoing collaboration exploring the intersections of art, culture, ecology and sustainability through
their Art in Agriculture series and the 2010 focus on gardens -- "Reclaiming Ground."

For more information about Art in Agriculture visit the Web site.

For more on Fritz Haeg and his work visit his Web site.

Listen to a podcast interview with Fritz Haeg at Offbeat Auburn.
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